
MLB
Modular Lamp for Broilers

12 W

LED POULTRY LIGHTING
Designed for Poultry. Built for Your Barn™

AC

“The birds in my first brooder test barn with AgriShift® Lamps found their feed and wa-
ter faster. As a result, starve outs were lower.”
         Chris Holliday, Missouri Farmer



Lighting designed specifically for 
poultry applications

AgriShift® MLB modular lights for broilers were created to help poultry 
operators significantly reduce electricity costs, decrease labor and  
maintenance costs, and increase flock performance. AgriShift® MLB  
lights are more energy efficient than fluorescent, incandescent, and  
HID counterparts – an important factor considering electricity accounts 
for such a large percentage of a grower’s operating costs. The savings  
can provide a fast return on investment, especially when considering  
the potential availability of energy efficiency rebates.  Compared to  
other barn lighting systems, these lights have no need for ballasts or 
transformers, reduced heat generation, reduced electromagnetic  
interference (EMI) and audible noise, and can dim down to 2%.   
The wet location rated modular design allows for easily  
installation in a wide range of applications.

How lighting can enhance flock 
performance 

This is the first line of broiler lights with the patent pending ONCE® AC LED 
conditioning circuit and production enhancing SIAM Technology™ to take 
advantage of the visual response of domestic fowl to different amounts 
and wavelengths of light. The combination of these technologies, along 
with innovative modular designs and customized LED packages make it 
possible to achieve smooth dimming and color modulation in the same 
step. Along with our AgriShift MLB light for Broilers, Pullets and Turkeys, 
we also have AgriShift® MLL lamps for Layers, Breeders, and Swine.   
Each model produces light output tailored for a specific application. 

SIAM Technology™

Spectrum, Irradiance, and Modulation are the three key aspects 
in poultry lighting.  We believe providing the right Spectrum
of light, at the optimum Irradiance, and Modulating it properly 
throughout the day and the production cycle can lead to 
reduced mortality, improved feed conversion, faster weight gain, 
reduced stress, and other beneficial welfare and productivity 
enhancements.

“Jelly Jar” Enclosed Fixture Adaptor (JJ) – The easiest 
way to replace incandescent or CFL lamps housed in enclosed “jelly jar” fixtures 
where required by code due to a damp or wet environment.

Hard-Wired Adaptor (HW)
– Provides the greatest amount of flexibility 
in lamp spacing and height to meet 
specific requirements. Standard 
cord is 1 meter in length.

Junction Box Adaptor (JB) – A simple method 
to mount the fixture to a 4” junction box for a permanent 
installation.  Ideal for new construction.

Electrical connection choices

Edison Screw Base (EB) - The choice for those
seeking a fast, easy way to retrofit a poultry house currently 
illuminated with incandescent bulbs or CFLs.

AgriShift® MLB lighting advantages 
 
•  Illumination designed for the way birds see,  
   100W incandescent (23W CFL) equivalent output.
•  Power input 0-12 watts nominal (dimmable), 50%-88% power
   savings compared to typical CFL and Incandescent lighting
•  Multiple installation choices: Edison Base, Jelly Jar mount, 
   Junction Box mount, and Hard-Wired.
•  Heavy duty industrial design; liquid and dust resistant, 
   designed to resist ammonia and cleaning chemicals, 
   damp location rated for Edison Base (EB) version.
•  Wet Location rated in Jelly Jar (JJ), Junction Box (JB),
   and Hard-Wired (HW) configurations. 
•  Rated for 50,000 hours life: 5 x longer than CFLs
   and 50 x longer than incandescent
•  No negative effects of on/off cycles or long-term
   low-level dimming
•  No audible buzz, negligible EMI
•  Mercury and Lead Free, does not require hazardous
   waste disposal as do CFLs



Full Output - Brood Lighting

40% Output - Grow-out Lighting
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Human and Poultry Spectral Sensitivity
Differences between spectral sensitivity 
of poultry and humans

The first graph shows the photopic (day vision) relative spectral sensitivity 
of the human eye compared to that of domestic fowl.  Both show a similar 
sensitivity peak in the green spectrum. Poultry, however, are considerably 
more sensitive to red and blue light – and can see UV light humans do not. 
Poultry not only see the light through their eyes, they also perceive the light 
through their thin skull tissue in the pineal gland and deep brain receptors. 
Therefore the perceived light intensity can be considerably higher for  
poultry compared to humans under the same light source.

A look at the light from AgriShift® MLB lamps

The second graph shows how the AgriShift® MLB lamps closely mimic the 
color sensitivity of poultry (fluorescent, incandescent, and HID lamps do 
not). At full intensity during the broiler brood phase the AgriShift® MLB light 
output is predominately within poultry’s peak spectral sensitivity range, 
providing light enhanced with red in order to activate locomotion and  
feeding behaviors. During the grow-out phase, when lamps are dimmed, 
the red light is reduced leaving the light rich in blue and green spectrum. 
The bluish light can increase weight in broilers by stimulating testosterone 
secretion and myofiber growth.  AgriShift® lamps are made for poultry, not 
human, vision. That’s why their light output looks atypical, even unusual, 
compared to what we are accustomed to seeing from traditional lamps.

The light output from the MLB lamp is Full Spectrum red-enhanced white that dims to a cool-white 
bluish hue.  It is designed for optimal use with Broilers, Layer and Breeder Pullets, and Turkeys

Human 
Poultry*

For more information, download The Science of Poultry Lighting white paper at www.onceinnovations.com

Understanding light

It is important to understand that white light is a wave made up of a 
combination of multiple wavelengths on the electromagnetic spec-
trum. Different wavelengths indicate colors in the visible range. There 
is actually no single white wavelength. Natural white light is merely a 
combination of different color wavelengths as processed by your eyes. 
Think of how light traveling through a prism turns into visible mono-
chromatic colors of light. Now mentally reverse the process where the 
colors combine and turn into visible light where we don’t discern the 
individual colors – even though they exist and play a role in what we 
see and how we feel or act.

AgriShift® MLB Spectral Output, Brood and Grow
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Replacement Adaptors   Replacement Connectors 

Edison Base – ADAPT-EBUS-01 (w/fused connector)   N/A
Jelly Jar – ADAPT-JJUS-01     CONN-JJ-01 (fused)
Jelly Jar Euro – ADAPT-JJEU-01    CONN-JJ-01 (fused)
Junction Box – ADAPT-JBUS-01    CONN-JB-01 (fused)
Hard-Wired – ADAPT-HWUS-01 (w/fused connector))   N/A

Although all units are fused for both internal and external protection, it is highly recommended that Class II surge suppression be installed after the dimmer on your electrical circuit. 
This is in addition to a whole house lightning arrestor that is mounted before your electrical panel. Read the warranty for specific requirements. 

Light Output Equivalence Up to 100 W  Incandescent 

Luminous Flux (nominal)
1070 lm adjusted to poultry spectral sensitivity, 
750 lm human photopic

Input Voltage 120  VAC or 230 VAC options (not dual voltage)

Frequency 50/60 Hz

Nominal Power 12W  (at full intensity)

Spectral Output Red enhanced full spectrum white dimmable to bluish hue

Power Factor >.97 nominal

Total Harmonic Distortion <20% nominal

Beam Angle 180°

Operating Temperature -20°C to 45°C

Dimmability Range 100% to 2%

Dimmer Type Phase Modulation or Amplitude Control

Ratings WET LOCATION, IP66 (JJ, HW, JB), Damp Location (EB)

Safety
ETL Listed. Conforms to ANSI/UL Std. 1993.
Certified to CAN/CSA Std. C22.2 No.1993-09

Rated Life 50,000 Hours 

Warranty 3 Years (24/7) 

Model Numbers 120V 230V

Edison Base (EB) 
Consists of a Base Unit fully assembled  
with an Edison Base Adaptor

MLB-FSWB-EB-180-012-120 MLB-FSWB-EB-180-012-230

Jelly Jar Mount (JJ)
Consists of a Base Unit plus a JJ  
adaptor and a JJ connector

MLB-FSWB-JJ-180-012-120 MLB-FSWB-JJ-180-012-230

Jelly Jar Mount - Euro (JE)
Consists of a Base Unit plus a JE  
adaptor and a JJ connector

MLB-FSWB-JE-180-012-120 MLB-FSWB-JE-180-012-230

Junction Box Mount (JB)
Consists of a Base Unit plus a JB  
adaptor and a JB connector

MLB-FSWB-JB-180-012-120 MLB-FSWB-JB-180-012-230

Hard-Wired (HW)
Consists of a Base Unit plus a HW adaptor

MLB-FSWB-HW-180-012-120 MLB-FSWB-HW-180-012-230

Base Unit (BU) 
Sold bundled with JJ, JB, or HW  
connectors and adaptors

MLB-FSWB-BU-180-012-120 MLB-FSWB-BU-180-012-230
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